This paper proposes an attention module augmented relational network called SARN(Sequential Attention Relational Network) that can carry out relational reasoning by extracting reference objects and making efficient pairing between objects. SARN greatly reduces the computational and memory requirements of the relational network by [5] , which computes all object pairs. It also shows high accuracy on the Sort-of-CLEVR dataset compared to other models, especially on relational questions.
Introduction
Relational reasoning is one of the fundamental building blocks for all kinds of human cognitive activity [2] . While representing relations and performing reasoning based on them is a challenging problem [4, 1] , many graph-based approaches tried to solve these problems [6, 3] . These studies were primarily focused on solving problems using a sparse matrix representing relationships that form a network. Moreover, relational reasoning based on network structure requires clearly defined entities and relations, which is mostly not the case in the real world.
We viewed relational reasoning as a series of decision processes. Consider a general setting where there are many objects in a scene and information on certain relationships has to be inferred based on a given question. The relational reasoning procedure begins with identifying the reference object based on the question. For example, given a certain image to answer the question "What is the closest object near to object A?", we first identify object A, the reference object, in the image. After the reference object is identified, it is compared with other objects to determine the relationship between each pair. Afterward, distance from object A to other objects will be calculated and sorted to find the nearest object. We do not need the relationship information between object B and object C to answer the question above. In other words, we focus our 'attention' only on the relevant relationships by filtering out other relationships that do not include the reference object.
Previous research on relational neural networks that gave intuition to our study was [5] and [7] . [5] proposed the relational module (RN) that tries to compute relational information by pairing each object representation with each other using a relational module. However, because all object pairs were put through the relational module, computational complexity is in O(n 2 ) where n is the number of objects. [7] used sequentially stacked attention algorithms to focus on areas of images that are relevant to solving a given question. Attention maps enhance performance but also explains how the model views the image when reasoning. Although this incorporates the sequential reasoning process, it does not use an explicit relational reasoning module.
In this work, we propose an efficient relational reasoning algorithm that sequentially processes information using attention. The reference object is found using soft-attention, which is paired with other objects. Next, the relevant relationship between each object and the reference object is extracted. By only making object pairs that include the reference object, computational complexity is now in O(n). Attention maps and relational module activation maps show that the results are much more interpretable, selectively showing high activation values in areas of the image that is relevant.
Framework and formulation
We use the same notation as in [5] : a convolutional neural network for pixel-wise object representation using feature maps (with coordinate vectors attached), g θ for the relational module and f φ for processing the aggregated relational information. An additional attention module that we propose for representing the reference object is a ψ . When we use the word object, we refer to the pixel in the feature map, except for the reference object which is a weighted sum of the pixels.
First, we extract the reference object using soft-attention. The attention module takes the feature map and question embedding as input:
where o i is an object and q is the question embedding. It outputs a softmax attention across the objects that locates the reference object. The reference object is represented as a weighted sum of the objects:
The reason why we use soft-attention instead of hard-attention is that each pixel of the feature map does not exactly correspond to one object. In other words, it is possible that the receptive field of a pixel in feature map does not contain an object entirely. It could be distributed among nearby pixels. Selecting only one pixel could force the object representation to be inconclusive. A weighted sum of soft-attention can adequately represent the reference object even in these situations. We check this idea in Section 3.4 by considering various image resolutions.
Next, We pair this reference object representation with other the objects by concatenating it channelwise. As in a ψ , the question embedding is concatenated to each pair and is fed to the relational module g θ : Figure 1 shows the overall model of our proposed model.
Experiments

Dataset
In our experiments, we used a dataset which is a modified version of Sort-of-CLEVR from [5] . Each 75 × 75 image has 6 objects, whose shape is randomly assigned to be a square or a circle. 6 different colors were used to identify each object. Given a reference object identified by one of the 6 colors, 3 non-relational and 5 relational questions are generated. The non-relational questions are the same as in [5] : (1) horizontal position, (2) vertical position, (3) shape. Relational questions of [5] are (1) shape of the nearest object (2) shape of the furthest object (3) number of objects of the same shape. Additionally, (4) color of the nearest object, (5) color of the furthest object is also added to the relational question list. Sample questions are shown in Figure . A total of 9800 images were generated for training and 200 for left for testing. Each image has 48 questions (6 × 3 non-relational questions,6 × 5 relational questions). Question vectors are represented by concatenating two one-hot encoding vectors, one for the color and the other for the question type.
Models and parameters
We ran three different models. The relational network of [5] , a baseline model without object pairing, and our proposed model SARN. Our baseline model is different from that of [5] which flattens out the CNN feature map and concatenate it with the question embedding. We used a different baseline model that takes individual objects as inputs for g θ instead of paired inputs and is run through f φ .
The model parameters are the same for each model. CNN: 4 convolutional layers with 32 kernels, ReLU non-linearities, and layer normalization. g θ , f φ and a ψ : three-layer MLP with 128 hidden units per layer.
Test accuracy is shown in table Table 1 . SARN shows higher accuracy in both non-relational and relational task. For detailed accuracy results for each type of question, see the Appendix.
Reasoning inspection and interpretability
Since our model runs in a sequential manner, we can examine the attention module and the relational module to verify whether reference objects are correctly retrieved, and important relationships are highlighted.
The attention map produced by a ψ is shown in Figure 2 . It shows the weights of a ψ . It correctly identifies the region of the reference object according to the question. We did not give only the color embedding vector for a ψ but used the whole concatenated question embedding vector. a ψ learned what information to use from the concatenated question embedding vector.
Inspecting the output of g θ can show whether the most relevant pairs were identified regarding the question. To represent the average activation value for each object-reference pair, g θ is summed up across channels. This shows the aggregated amount of activation values that each object-reference pair has produced.
Figure 2 a shows that a ψ correctly picks the reference object as the blue object. Regarding channel sum value of g θ , it also correctly exhibits high activation values for objects that are near the blue object. When the question is finding the furthest objects as in Figure 2 b, high activation values are found near the red object, which is the furthest from the blue object. For other examples, see the Appendix. 
Robustness on image size and object sparsity
We tested how robust SARN is to object size and image size with the same model parameters as in Section 3.2, which are shown in Table 4 . By varying image size while fixing object size, we can evaluate how the model deals with sparsity. As image size gets bigger, more and more objects (pixels in the feature maps) will correspond to blank spots. When comparing the configurations where object size and image size are roughly in the same proportion, we can evaluate how the model deals with the granularity of object representation
We first tested robustness to sparsity by varying the image size to 64, 75, 128 while fixing the object size to 5. The baseline model and RN have similar performance on non-relational questions across all image sizes. However, they show worse results on relational questions as image size gets bigger. SARN is relatively robust and even shows higher accuracy with bigger image size.
Next, we tested robustness to granularity by changing the size of image and objects with the same proportion of image size-object size (75-5, 64-4, 128-8). Objects in the configuration (128-8) will be represented by more pixels than in (64-4). In case of RN, this will make each object (pixel) represent only a fraction of the original object in the image. However, SARN takes a soft-attention weighted representation for the reference object and is thus robust to how many pixels represent an original object in the image. The results reflect this: RN shows lower performance as the image size gets bigger. SARN shows stronger performance as the image size gets bigger, especially in relational questions.
(a) What is shape of the object closest to the blue object?
(b) What is shape of the object furthest to the blue object? Figure 2 : Sample attention maps and relational module activation: The first column shows the image. The second column shows the (upscaled) attention map of a ψ overlaid on the image. The third column shows g θ summed up across channels overlaid on the image. The fourth column is used to emphasize and compare the amount of activation value of g θ for each object
Conclusion
We propose an attention module augmented relational network called SARN(Sequential Attention Relational Network) that implements an efficient sequential reasoning process of (1) finding the reference object and (2) extracting relevant relationships between the reference object and other objects. This greatly reduces the computational and memory requirements of [5] , which computes all object pairs. It shows higher accuracy on the modified Sort-of-CLEVR dataset than other models, especially on relational questions. Also by inspecting the attention map and relational module, we can verify that the reasoning process is interpretable. The number above each figure shows the object that is paired with others. The first figure is the g θ output of object pairs that is paired with the object 0. This tells that objects paired with 0 had the biggest summed up activation value of 9.75. However since the blue object is the furthest from the red object, object 23 should have been the relation that is most critical to solving the problem.
Appendix
test accuracy by question type
